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Social place-cells in the
bat hippocampus
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Social animals have to know the spatial positions of conspecifics. However, it is unknown
how the position of others is represented in the brain. We designed a spatial observationallearning task, in which an observer bat mimicked a demonstrator bat while we recorded
hippocampal dorsal-CA1 neurons from the observer bat. A neuronal subpopulation represented
the position of the other bat, in allocentric coordinates. About half of these “social placecells” represented also the observer’s own position—that is, were place cells.The representation
of the demonstrator bat did not reflect self-movement or trajectory planning by the observer.
Some neurons represented also the position of inanimate moving objects; however, their
representation differed from the representation of the demonstrator bat. This suggests a role
for hippocampal CA1 neurons in social-spatial cognition.
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maps: a “classical” map, based on the self-movement
flight trajectories of the observer—the standard
depiction for place cells (Fig. 1C, “Self,” left map
for each neuron)—and a nonclassical map based
on the spikes recorded from the observer’s neuron
together with the demonstrator’s flight trajectories (Fig. 1C, “Demo,” right maps) (14). We focused
our analysis on the two-dimensional horizontal
projections because the bats’ flights were confined
mostly to a narrow horizontal slab around the
height of the landing balls (fig. S1). A subpopulation
of hippocampal CA1 neurons encoded the position of the demonstrator-bat (Fig. 1C, cells 358,
254, 52, and 266—the right map in each example—
and fig. S2). We termed these neurons “social
place-cells.”
We classified 68 of the 378 recorded CA1 neurons (18.0%) as significant social place-cells—
significantly encoding the position of the other
bat—based on spatial information (95th percentile
in a shuffling analysis) (14). Using the same criteria,
261 of the 378 recorded neurons (69.0%) significantly encoded the self-position of the observer
bat when it was flying and were thus classified as
place cells (Fig. 1D). Of the 261 place cells, 14.9%
were also social place-cells. Conversely, of the 68
social place-cells, 57.4% (39 neurons) were also
place cells (Fig. 1, C—cells 358, 254, 52—and D),
whereas the remaining 29 social place-cells (42.6%)
were not place cells. Most of these neurons (16 of
29 cells; 55.2%) became completely inactive during
self-flights, although they encoded the conspecific’s position on interleaved demonstrator flights
(examples are provided in Fig. 1C, cell 266, and
fig. S2, cells 229 and 60).
This new type of social-spatial representation
exhibited several features that were similar to
the standard place cell representation: Both representations showed directional selectivity (Fig. 1E
and fig. S3), and both place cells and social placecells tiled space rather uniformly (Fig. 1F). However, we found also clear differences between the
two representations: First, the firing rates of the
social place-cells were significantly lower than for
the classical place-cells (unpaired t test, P < 0.01)
(Fig. 1G) [firing-rates of classical place cells were
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t is important for social animals to know the
spatial position of conspecifics, for purposes
of social interactions, observational learning,
and group navigation. Decades of research
on the mammalian hippocampal formation
has revealed a set of spatial neurons that represent self-position and orientation, including
place cells (1–3), grid cells (4–6), head-direction
cells (7–9), and border/boundary cells (10–12).
However, it remains unknown how the location
of other animals is represented in the brain.
We designed an observational-learning task for
Egyptian fruit bats (Rousettus aegyptiacus), which
are highly social mammals that live in colonies
with complex social structures (13). Bats were
trained in pairs: In each trial, one bat (“observer”)
had to remain stationary on a “start ball” and to
observe and remember the flight trajectory of
the other bat (“demonstrator”), which was flying
roughly randomly to one of two landing balls
(Fig. 1A,“demonstrator flying” in trials i and j).
After a delay, the observer bat had to imitate the
demonstrator bat and fly to the same landing
ball to receive a reward (Fig. 1A, “observer flying,”
and movies S1 and S2). This task had two key
features: First, it required the observer to pay
close attention to the demonstrator’s position and
to hold this position in memory during the delay
period (the average delay between the demonstrator’s return to the start ball and the observer’s takeoff was rather long: 12.7 ± 8.6 s; mean ±
SD). Second, because the observer was stationary
during the demonstrator’s flight, it allowed temporal dissociation between the effects of selfflights versus the flights of the other bat.
While the bats performed the task, we recorded
the activity of 378 single neurons in the dorsal
hippocampal area CA1 of four observer bats, using
a wireless electrophysiology system (Fig. 1B) (14).
For each neuron, we computed two firing-rate

similar to our previous report from CA1 of flying
bats (15)]. Second, in the 39 cells that encoded
both self-position and conspecific position—were
both place cells and social place-cells—we found
a wide range of correlation values between the
representations for self and other. Some neurons
exhibited high similarity between their place field
and social place field (“congruent cells,” with positive correlations) (fig. S2, cells 68 and 45), whereas in other neurons, the place field and social place
field were dissimilar (“noncongruent cells,” with
negative correlations) (Fig. 1C, cells 358 and 254,
and fig. S2, cell 242). Overall, we found a continuum from noncongruent to congruent representations (Fig. 1H, top histograms), but we also
found a slight overrepresentation of congruent
cells among higher-firing neurons (Fig. 1H, bottom,
gray bars, and top right histogram). These data
suggest partial remapping between the hippocampal representations of self-position and conspecificposition, which can be interpreted as reflecting
the contextual difference between observing a
conspecific versus self-movement.
Next, we sought to rule out the possibility that
social place fields might result from the observer’s head movements during the demonstrator’s
flights. We therefore recorded head acceleration
and head azimuth using a nine-axis motion-sensor
that was placed on the observer’s head (14). When
the demonstrator bat was flying, the observer bat
hardly moved its head: There was a lack of changes
in head acceleration of the observer bat during the
flights of the demonstrator bat (Fig. 2A, middle and
bottom, gray areas). Consistent with this, in most of
the demonstrator flights, the head azimuth of the
observer changed by less than 20°, which is equivalent to a very small head movement of less than
6 mm (Fig. 2, B—black traces and rightmost y
axis, in magenta—and C). Such small head movements did not modulate the firing of social placecells outside the task (Fig. 2D). These bats have a
wide visual field and no fovea (13) and hence did
not need to move their head in order to track the
demonstrator. However, in some of the demonstrator flights (35.4%), the observer bat did move
its head more than 20° (the value of 20° corresponds roughly to ± 1 SD in azimuth) (Fig. 2, B,
gray traces and C, gray vertical lines). These deviant flights might have potentially modulated
the firing of the neurons. To rule out this possibility, we recomputed the social firing-rate maps
after excluding the deviant flights and found
that these maps were very similar to the original
maps (Fig. 2, E, examples, and F, population
analysis).
A second potential interpretation is that social
place fields may reflect planning of the upcoming flight trajectory by the observer bat. To rule
out this possibility, we conducted three analyses.
(i) Trajectory planning by hippocampal cell assemblies has been linked to sharp-wave-ripples (SWRs)
(16). We recorded the local field potential (LFP) in
the observer bat, then detected SWRs (Fig. 2, G
and H) and tested whether removing the observer
flights that contained SWRs would affect social
place fields (Fig. 2, I and J) (14). The removal of
these flights hardly affected the social place field
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Fig. 1. Neurons in bat hippocampal area CA1 represent the position of conspecifics.
(A) Behavioral setup inside a flight room (2.30 by 2.69 by 2.56 m). The demonstrator bat
(blue) was trained to fly from the start ball, roughly randomly to either ball A or ball B,
and back, and the observer bat had to imitate this flight. Two different trials are shown, one
to ball A (trial i) and one to ball B (trial j). (B) Coronal section through dorsal hippocampus
of one observer bat. Arrowhead, electrolytic lesion at end of tetrode track. (C) Five example
cells (top view). For each cell, the left column shows the place-cell representation, based on
spikes from the observer’s neuron and the self-flight-trajectories of the observer (Self), and
the right column shows the social place-cell representation, based on spikes from the same
observer’s neuron, plotted together with the demonstrator’s trajectories (Demo.). (Top)
Flight trajectories (gray) with spikes overlaid (red). A, B, and S are landing balls A, B, and
start ball; arrows denote flight-direction (↑, flying away from start-ball; ↓, flying toward
the start ball). (Bottom) Firing-rate maps. Color scale ranges from zero (blue) to maximal
firing rate (red; value indicated). The four leftmost cells are social place-cells; some of
these neurons are also place-cells (cells 358, 254, and 52), and some are not (cell 266).
Cell 313 is a “pure” place cell. Correlations between the firing-rate maps for self and other are
indicated for each cell (correlations are undefined for cells 266 and 313 because one of
the maps is flat). Scale bar, 50 cm. (D) Total number of significant social place-cells versus
significant classical place cells that we recorded. (E) Number of place cells and social placecells that were significantly tuned to one flight-direction (↑), the other flight-direction (↓), or both directions (↑↓). Classical place cells are in red (n = 261), and social
place-cells are in blue (n = 68). (F) Locations of peak firing for all the significant maps for place cells (red dots, n = 371 cells × directions), and social place-cells
(blue dots, n = 76 cells × directions); cells that had significant tuning in both directions were depicted twice; hence, the counts here are larger than in (D). Dots were
randomly jittered by up to ±5 cm (half bin) for display purposes. (G) Average peak firing rate for all the classical place cells (red, n = 371 cells × directions)
and all the social place-cells (blue, n = 76 cells × directions). **P < 0.01. (H) (Top) Distributions of correlation coefficients between classical place cell maps and social
place-cell maps for all the neurons that encoded significantly either self-position or conspecific position and had >20 spikes per map (left histogram) or >300 spikes
per map (right histogram). Gray, the data; black lines, cell-shuffling distributions (14). (Bottom) Map correlations increased with firing rate. Error bars, mean ± SEM; gray
bars, the data; open bars, cell-shuffling; number of cells × directions included in the four bars: n = 334, 218, 137, and 91; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; n.s., nonsignificant.
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Fig. 2. Coding of conspecific position cannot be explained by self-headmovements of the observer bat nor by trajectory planning. (A) Two
example traces of flight velocity and acceleration of the observer’s head. (Top)
Flight velocities of the two bats. (Middle) Acceleration of observer’s head. g,
Earth’s gravitational acceleration. (Bottom) Very low acceleration around the
demonstrator’s flight (gray rectangle). (B) Change in head azimuth of the
observer (DAz) as function of time from onset of demonstrator’s flight. Each
example shows data from 1 recording day in one flight direction; these
examples correspond to the three cells in (E). Black, demonstrator flights in
which the observer’s head moved <1 SD (s = 20.18°, which corresponds to
<6 mm movement; right y axis) (14). Gray, demonstrator flights that included
deviant head movements of the observer bat that exceeded ±s. Numbers
indicate proportion of deviant flights out of all the flights on this day.
(C) Distribution of DAz of the observer’s head, pooled over all days with
significant social place-cells where motion-sensor data were recorded (n =
18 days, n = 35,284 samples). Gray lines mark 1 SD (s = 20.18 o), which was the
threshold used in (B) to define deviant flights. (D) Mean firing rate of social
place-cells outside the task, triggered on the peak velocity of observer’s head
movements, for all the 1-s segments with small angular displacement <20°
(n = 14,893 segments, pooled over all significant social place-cells with motionsensor data; shaded area indicates mean ± SEM). (E) Three example cells,
showing high correlation between social place field maps before (top) and after
(bottom) removal of all the flights that included observer head-movements
[At bottom, we removed all gray-colored flights in (B) and the corresponding
spikes]. (F) Blue histogram, distribution of correlation coefficients between
social place-cell maps with and without removal of flights with observer
movements. Black line, cell-shuffling distribution. We included here all the
significant social place-cells where motion-sensor data were recorded (n = 29
cells × directions). Shown are high correlations between maps with versus
without removal of flights with observer movements (blue histogram); t test with
unequal variances, compared with cell-shuffling control (black): P < 10−26.
(G) Example of a SWR. (Top) Spectrogram of the SWR. (Middle) Raw LFP trace
(1 to 400 Hz bandpass). Scale bars, 30 ms and 200 mV. (Bottom) Spikes from
Omer et al., Science 359, 218–224 (2018)
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(H) (Top) Mean SWR waveform, averaged across all recording days with social
place-cells (n = 46 days; n = 9,092 SWRs). (Bottom) SWR-triggered firing
rate, averaged over all neurons recorded during days with social place-cells
(n = 276 neurons; shaded area, mean ± SEM). (I) Two social place-cells
(columns), showing high stability with versus without flights that included SWRs
(top versus bottom). (J) Distribution of correlation coefficients between social
place-cell maps and the same maps after removal of flights with SWRs. Blue
histogram, data for all cells with >20 spikes per map that had SWRs during
observer flights (n = 20 cells × directions). Black line, cell-shuffling distribution.
t test with unequal variances, data compared with cell-shuffling control:
P < 10−140. (K) Two social place-cells (columns), showing high stability in correct
trials (top) versus incorrect trials (bottom). (L) Distribution of correlation
coefficients between social place-cell maps computed by using correct trials
versus incorrect trials. Blue histogram, data for all neurons with >20 spikes per
map (n = 43 cells × directions). Black line, cell-shuffling distribution. t test
with unequal variances, data compared with cell-shuffling control: P < 10−8. We
included in this analysis only cells with >15 correct flights and >15 incorrect
flights; n = 43 cells × directions. (M) (Left) Simulated spatial distribution of social
place fields, assuming that they are generated by place cell sequences with a
ratlike sequence-speed of 8 m/s (14). (Right) Same, using a sequence speed of
43 m/s, which is scaled up to the flight speed of the demonstrator bat
(corresponding to 20 times the bat’s flight speed in our task). Blue circles and
crosses denote cells with preferred direction ↑ and ↓, respectively.
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which seems rather unlikely—then it constitutes
an explicit spatial representation of the position
of the other bat.
Classical place cells in CA1 represent the animal’s
self-position in a world coordinate-frame: “allocentric coordinates” (1). To test whether social
place-cells also form an allocentric representation,
we exploited the fact that although the bats did
not move their head much during the demonstrator flights (Fig. 2, A to C), the head did point
in different azimuthal directions across different
flights (we focused here on the azimuthal angle
because the observer bats mainly moved their head
in azimuth) (Fig. 3, A and B, and fig. S4) (14). For
each of the social place-cells, we computed the
median head azimuth of the observer (Fig. 3B,
red line) and then used this median to divide all
the demonstrator’s flights into two halves, corresponding to the observer bat looking right
versus looking left (Fig. 3C, top versus bottom,
respectively). If social place-cells are allocentric,
then we expect similar maps irrespective of the
head azimuth of the observer. Indeed, maps computed during right-viewing and left-viewing were
rather similar (Fig. 3, C, examples, and D, population), which is consistent with an allocentric
representation. Further, there was no relation
between the map correlation and the average
head direction difference between looking right
and looking left [correlation coefficient (r) = –0.12,
P = 0.59; the head-direction differences spanned a
broad range, from DAz = 30° to 102°] (Fig. 3E and
fig. S4), which also is consistent with an allocentric
representation. These neurons are thus fundamentally different from vectorial goal-direction
cells in the bat hippocampus, which represent
the direction to navigational goals in egocentric
coordinates (19).
Last, we asked whether a flying conspecific is
represented differently from inanimate moving
objects. We conducted additional experiments in

Fig. 3. The representation of conspecifics is allocentric, not egocentric.
(A and B) Dividing the demonstrator’s flight data based on the observer’s
head direction during demonstrator’s flights. (A) Schematic drawing of
directional notations of the bat’s head relative to the two landing balls.
(B) Distribution of the azimuthal head directions of the observer during
demonstrator flights; data from 1 recording day. The median head direction
(6.8°) is plotted in red. Direction 0° is parallel to the east-west wall of the
room. (C) Two cells showing stability of their social place fields between rightpointing head directions (top) and left-pointing head directions (bottom).
(D) Blue histogram, distribution of the correlation coefficients between rightOmer et al., Science 359, 218–224 (2018)
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two of the four recorded bats. These experiments
included three sessions (Fig. 4A). Session 1 was
conducted as before (Fig. 1A). In session 2, we
moved an object either to ball A or to ball B,
and the observer bat had to imitate it; it was the
same task as before, but with an object instead of
a conspecific. We termed this object an “informative object” (Fig. 4A, session 2, and fig. S5B) (14).
In session 3, the observer bat was trained to hang
at a fixed position on the start ball and to do
nothing, while we moved a different object, a
“noninformative object” (in this session, the
observer bat did not receive reward and hence
did not fly) (Fig. 4A, session 3, and fig. S5C). Both
objects were similar in size to a flying bat (fig. S5).
Surprisingly, we found quite a few CA1 cells that
encoded the position of inanimate moving objects
(Fig. 4, B, four top examples, and C, population);
to our knowledge, this is the first report that the
position of moving objects is explicitly represented
in the hippocampus [a previous study reported
modulation of place cell firing by the movement
of another object, but not an explicit spatial representation of that object (20)]. Some of the CA1
cells represented both the inanimate objects and
the conspecific (Fig. 4B, cells 184, 169, and 361);
some cells represented only the objects (Fig. 4B,
cell 182); and some cells represented only the conspecific (Fig. 4B, cell 221 and C, population summary). There were some differences between the
representations of the conspecific and the inanimate objects. First, there was a slight trend
for a better encoding of space (higher spatial information) going from the demonstrator bat to
the informative object and to the noninformative
object (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, informative
object versus noninformative object, P < 0.05;
demonstrator bat versus noninformative-object,
P = 0.093; demonstrator bat versus informativeobject, P = 0.824; Kruskal-Wallis test, P = 0.092)
(Fig. 4D). Second, whereas the representation of

looking maps and left-looking maps (blue), plotted for all the social place-cells
for which we recorded motion-sensor data and had >20 spikes per map (n = 24
cells × directions); t test with unequal variances, compared with cell-shuffling
control (black): P < 10−4. Black line, cell-shuffling distribution, consisting of
correlations between left-looking maps from cell i and right-looking maps
from cell j across all the cell pairs where i =
/ j. (E) Scatter plot of the similarity
between right-looking and left-looking maps (y axis), versus the difference
between the means of the right-looking and left-looking angles (x axis). No
correlation was found (r = –0.12, P = 0.59; shown is a large span of azimuthal
head-direction angles).
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maps, as indicated by very high map-correlations
(Fig. 2, I, examples, and J, population), suggesting that social place fields are not created by SWRassociated trajectory planning. (ii) Next, we analyzed
the neuronal activity during correct versus incorrect trials because studies in rats showed that
hippocampal cell-assembly activity is strongly correlated to choice behavior on correct/incorrect
trials (17). We reasoned that if the firing of the
neurons reflects planning, then there would be
a difference between social place-cell maps computed by using correct versus incorrect trials
(where “incorrect” means that the demonstrator’s
flight was followed by an incorrect flight of the
observer)—because before incorrect flights, the
observer bat is likely planning to fly to the opposite landing ball from the demonstrator. However,
we found high correlations between correct-trial
maps and incorrect-trial maps (Fig. 2, K, examples,
and L, population). (iii) Trajectory planning has
been linked to hippocampal place cell sequences
(16), and such sequences might potentially create
the social place fields that we observed. However,
this seems highly unlikely because place cell sequences play extremely rapidly—at a speed of 8 m/s
in rats (18), which is ~20 times faster than the
running speed of the animal (18)—and therefore,
all the firing of the observer’s neurons would be
spatially compressed in one location, such as immediately after the takeoff of the demonstrator
(14). Indeed, simulations of place-cell sequences
confirmed this: All the place fields in this simulation were spatially compressed near the takeoff
balls (Fig. 2M, blue crosses and circles), unlike the
experimentally observed uniform distribution of
social place fields (Fig. 1F, right). Together, this
argues that social place fields cannot be explained
via trajectory planning by the observer bat. Moreover, if trajectory planning in the observer’s brain
is somehow synchronized precisely to the timing
and velocity of each of the demonstrator’s flights—
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Fig. 4. The conspecific is represented differently
from inanimate moving objects. (A) Illustration of the
behavioral task that we conducted in two of the four
recorded bats. (B) Five example cells, showing firing-rate
maps for the position of the demonstrator (left
column), the position of the informative object (middle),
and the position of the noninformative object (right).
Cells 184, 169, and 361 encoded both the conspecific
bat and the objects; cell 182 encoded only the objects;
and cell 221 encoded only the conspecific. (C) Venn
diagram summarizing the numbers of cells that represented significantly the conspecific and the two objects
in these two bats. (D) Spatial information rate for all
the cells representing significantly the position of the
demonstrator (blue), the informative object (green),
and the noninformative object (gray). Horizontal lines
show the median, boxes show the 25th to 75th
percentiles, and vertical lines show the 10th to 90th
percentiles. (E) A cell exhibiting a difference in its firingrate maps between different flight directions of the
demonstrator bat (left column), but showing no directionality for the two objects
(middle and right columns); compare the top and bottom maps for the two
objects (direction ↑ vs ↓). (F) Directionality: population summary. Shown are
correlations of firing-rate maps between the two flight directions: for the selfrepresentation, the demonstrator bat, and the informative and noninformative objects (data for all cells in which at least one flight direction exhibited a
significant map, and both maps contained >50 spikes per map). The maps
are much more directional (lower correlations) for the demonstrator than for
the two objects; t test for the correlations between the two directions for
demonstrator-bat versus the two pooled objects: *P < 0.05. (G) Correlations
of firing-rate maps for demonstrator bat versus informative object (left),
demonstrator bat versus noninformative object (middle), and informative

object versus noninformative object (right). Correlations here were
computed for all cells in which at least one of the two maps was
significant, and only for maps with >50 spikes; t test of the object-object
similarity versus the conspecific-object similarities: **P < 0.01 for both
comparisons. To increase the robustness of comparisons between
demonstrator and objects, (C), (D), (F), and (G) included only cells that
met a strict criterion of >25 flights per map and >50 spikes per map.
(H) Functional anatomy along the proximodistal axis of CA1, for one of the
two bats tested with three sessions (14). Shown is the percentage of
significant tuning, separately for proximal and distal tetrodes. (Left) Place
cells (Self). (Middle) Social place-cells (Demonstrator). (Right) Object
place cells (pooled over both objects). ***P < 10−3; ****P < 10−5.
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ferent mechanisms. For example, spatial representation of moving objects in CA1 might
arise from convergence of spatial inputs from
grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (4, 6)
and object-related inputs from neurons in the
lateral entorhinal cortex (22, 23); by contrast,
social place-cells may also involve socially modulated inputs from CA2 (24, 25). Future studies
are thus needed in order to search for social
place-cells in the bat CA2, medial, and lateral
entorhinal cortices, as well as in the ventral CA1,
which was recently shown to be important for
social memory (26).
It may seem surprising that social place-cells
were not discovered previously in several studies
of rat hippocampus that looked for a modulation
of classical place fields by the presence of conspecifics (27–29). We believe that the key difference is in the task: In those previous studies,
there was no incentive for the animal to pay
attention to the position of the conspecific; our
task, in contrast, required the bat to pay close
attention to the position of the other bat and to
hold this position in memory during a 12.7-s
average delay, which revealed a spatial representation for the other. This interpretation is
consistent with many studies that showed that
hippocampal representations are highly taskdependent, plastic, and memory-dependent (30–32).
Additionally, this task created a high level of social
interactions between the two bats: When the bats
were together at the start ball, they often approached and touched each other and emitted
many social vocalizations (fig. S8), and this intensely social situation may have contributed to
the representation of the conspecific.
There is an apparent similarity between the
social place-cells, which encode the position of
the other, and “mirror neurons” in monkeys,
which encode the actions of the other (33). One
difference, however, is that noncongruent social
place-cells (Fig. 1C, cells 358 and 254) are still
useful functionally because they encode meaningful information about the position of the other,
whereas it is less clear how noncongruent mirror
neurons in monkeys might be useful for the
proposed functions of mirror neurons. Thus, social
place-cells are conceptually different from mirror
neurons, although both might possibly share a similar functional principle, whereby the same neuronal circuit can be used for self-representation as
well as for representing conspecifics.
Last, we speculate that social place-cells may
play a role in a wide range of social behaviors in
many species—from group navigation and coordinated hunting to observational learning,
social hierarchy, and courtship—and may be relevant also for the representation of nonconspecific
animals—for example, for spatial encoding of predators and prey. These results open many questions
for future studies: How are multiple animals represented in the brain? Is there a different representation for socially dominant versus subordinate
animals, and for males versus females? These and
many other questions await investigation in or-
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der to elucidate the neural basis of social-spatial
cognition.
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the conspecific was directional—akin to the directionality exhibited by self place fields—the
representation of both objects was nondirectional,
that is, rather similar in both directions (Fig. 4, E,
example, and F, population). Third, the representation of the demonstrator bat was significantly
less similar to any of the object representations,
as compared with the similarity between the two
object representations (Fig. 4, B, cells 184,169, and
361; E, examples of similar firing for both objects;
and G, population) (controls for spatial-coverage,
velocity, and firing-rate are provided in fig. S6).
Fourth, we found a significant difference in the
functional-anatomical gradient between social
place-cells and object place cells, along the
proximodistal axis of CA1. Social place-cells were
significantly more prevalent closer to the distal
border of CA1 (log odds-ratio test: P < 10−3) (Fig.
4H, middle, and fig. S7) (14), unlike object placecells, which did not exhibit a significant proximodistal gradient (log odds-ratio test: P = 0.17)
(Fig. 4H, right). Social place-cells exhibited the
opposite pattern from classical place cells, which—
consistent with previous reports in rats (21)—were
significantly more prevalent near the proximal
border of CA1 (log odds-ratio test: P < 10−5)
(Fig. 4H, left). However, this result (Fig. 4H) was
obtained from a single animal (out of the two
bats tested in all three sessions), in which we had
a sufficient number of neurons and good proximodistal span of tetrodes (14); future studies
will need to examine this in more detail. Together, these results suggest that the representation of the conspecific is rather different from the
representation of inanimate objects, indicating
that the spatial coding of the conspecific is not
a simple sensory response driven by any sensory
stimulus that moves through the social place
field. Rather, these are context-dependent cognitive representations.
We found in this work a subpopulation of cells
in bat dorsal CA1 that encode the position of conspecifics, in allocentric coordinates. This representation could not be explained by self-headmovements or by self-trajectory-planning. The
responses to the conspecific were directional, which
is in line with the directionality of classical place
cells, but can also be interpreted through the social
difference between an approaching and receding
conspecific. Social place fields are unlikely to reflect
either distance-coding (observer-demonstrator distance) or time-coding (time since demonstratortakeoff) because in both cases, we would expect
rather symmetric firing fields on flights to both
ball A and ball B, whereas nearly all the social
place-cells had a firing field on one side only.
However, an alternative interpretation is that
these neurons encode a position-by-time signal:
Namely, they encode the spatial side to which
the demonstrator bat is flying, together with
its time from takeoff. We also found qualitative differences between the spatial representations of conspecifics versus inanimate moving
objects. The different encoding of conspecifics
versus objects may arise from (partially) dif-
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The representation of others in space
Different sets of neurons encode the spatial position and orientation of an organism. However, social animals
need to know the position of other individuals for social interactions, observational learning, and group navigation.
Surprisingly, very little is known about how the position of other animals is represented in the brain. Danjo et al. and
Omer et al. now report the discovery of a subgroup of neurons in hippocampal area CA1 that encodes the presence of
conspecifics in rat and bat brains, respectively.
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